
Façade Inspection
vHive provides an immense transformation on the way 
façade inspections are done. From scaffolding exposing 
employees to danger and producing partial information 
to fully autonomous drone flights safeguarding the 
employees and generating high-resolution imagery. 

Create digital documentation: Every façade is fully 
inspected from every angle and position. Data is 
stored, annotated and tagged generating detailed 
inspection reports. Data is documented and stored for 
each survey enabling comparison over time and 
evaluation of fault dynamics. The report lists the 
issues found, enabling precise and cost-effective 
correction action.

Easy inspection process: Smooth navigation between 
high-resolution imagery allows detailed image 
inspection.

Reduce cost: Save on scaffolds, autonomous drones 
capture field data and pass information to a remote 
inspection expert, eliminating travel and site visit 
costs.

Safety guaranteed: A shift from employee inspection 
on scaffolds that are exposed to environmental and 
physical dangers to field personnel equipped with 
drones that inspect their asset from the ground. 
Improves employee safety and cuts the cost 
associated with it.

Crane Inspection
Till now, cranes were required to cease work, be retracted 
and moved to a designated inspection area outside of the 
worksite. A skilled safety inspector then needed to visit 
the site and inspect each crane for safety hazards. vHive's 
drone hive software solution revolutionizes the way 
mobile cranes are inspected. An end-to-end software 
platform for all field crane data: easily plan a crane 
survey, drones will execute autonomously with a press of 
a button, view and analyze captured information, 
generate reports and collaborate to ensure safe and 
smooth operations.

Secure revenue: Deliver projects on time by 
eliminating the need to move cranes out of the 
worksite, reducing total inspection downtime from 
hours to less than 30 minutes with minimal 
disruption.
Reduce cost: Autonomous drones capture field data 
and pass information to a remote inspection expert, 
eliminating expert travel and site visit costs.
Create documentation: Every crane is fully surveyed 
from every angle and position. Data is stored, 
annotated and tagged generating detailed inspection 
reports. Data is documented and stored for each 
survey enabling comparison over time and evaluation 
of fault dynamics.
Enhance safety: Reducing crane travel in and out of 
the site as well as the need to recline it for inspection, 
reduces chance for worksite related injury. 
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Construction inspections 
The Construction industry is undergoing enormous 
changes, transforming from physical, human-led 
inspections on-site, which are costly, timely, inaccurate 
and usually needs rework, to a digital advanced 
environment. Commercial property owners, developers 
and contractors are now focused on receiving accurate 
in-depth information to maintain their assets and lower 
the risks. Their success is based on their capability to 
maximize revenue by lowering costs and increasing 
operational efficiencies from their projects.  

vHive's drone hive software solution revolutionizes the 
way commercial properties are inspected. Using 
autonomous drones as a quantum leap in inspection 
technology, vHive’s software enables the collection of 
high resolution field data to generate field intelligence in 
a fraction of the time and cost required by existing 
inspection processes and technologies. Owners, 
developers and contractors can make data-driven 
decisions that enable better quality, performance and 
profitability while guaranteeing employee safety.



Asset Survey
Construction projects are bedeviled by many factors that can drive up 
costs, impact worker safety and deadlines and trigger lawsuits between 
stakeholders. vHive’s enterprise drone hive software creates definable 
differences by cutting inspection time on-site and costs associated 
with it and identify problems by spotting anomalies.

Create digital documentation: Full digitization of the 
field assets, including high-resolution imagery, 
annotation and tagging, gaining fast and 
comprehensive actionable business insights. 

Engineering purposes: Automatic processing 
consolidating high-resolution data into 2D and 
3D models enabling:

Navigation in 3D space

Comparison over time: inspect asset at cm 
level resolution and compare vs. historic data 

Accurately calculate points, distances, angles, 
areas, volumetric quantities

BIM compatible resulting in reduction of 
work time.

With vHive’s enterprise 
solution customers receive 
a scalable solution: The construction companies 
purchase low-cost, off-the-shelf drones, minimal 
training required to operate the system. The system 
handles time-critical missions and brings consistent 
results over time.
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